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Supported by the results of recent theoretical calculations of nucleon-deuteron scattering,
it is suggested that most parts of the calculated three-nucleon scattering and breakup ampli-
tudes are model-independent at low energies and, furthermore, that the 2S-state amplitudes
are the important exception to this rule. On the basis of the assumption that it is only differ-
ences between theoretical and physical 2S amplitudes which will remain substantial as calcu-
lations improve, a new approach to the experimental three-nucleon problem is proposed.
According to this approach, experiments would be chosen on the basis of the sensitivity to
2S amplitudes and would be analyzed by using theoretical predictions for the amplitudes and
empirically adjusted S defects. Experiments expected to be sensitive to the S amplitudes
are discussed including angular distributions, spin-correlation measurement, and experi-
ments of the triple-scattering type. Formulas for these parameters are given in terms of
amplitudes having the simple structure predicted by the Amado model and it is shown how
the 2S defects will modify such predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The immediate goal of most three-body work
has been the achievement of an understanding of
how a three-nucleon system works qualitatively
in terms of nucleons interacting through two-body
forces. The long-range goal of three-nucleon ex-
periments is to learn things about the interaction
of nucleons which cannot be learned from the study
of systems which consist of only two nucleons.
We know that no interaction based solely on phe-
nomenological two-nucleon forces should accu-
rately describe the interaction of three nucleons
when they all come close together simultaneously
because phenomenological interactions are not
complete descriptions of the two-nucleon force
and also because explicitly three-body forces are
present. Any prediction based on our knowledge
of two-body forces will not fit accurate three-body
experiments because of what can be called a
"short-range defect. " It is reasonable to assume
that at low energies the observable "short-range
defect" is important for only the lowest angular
momentum state and is simply a "'S defect. " Cal-
culations of p-d elastic scattering phase shifts
have been made in the region below 24 MeV' using
different models which fit the same low-energy
parameters and they give very different predic-
tions for the 'S state, but differences between the
S phase shifts predicted by different models are
so slight as to make no significant difference in
comparisons with experiment. Presumably this
is a consequence of the fact that when the identical
particles have parallel spins the exclusion prin-
ciple prevents all three particles from coming
close together. Additional orbital angular momen-

turn might be expected to have a similar effect.
We will assume that in a "low-energy domain"

the short-range defect is negligible for all states
except 'S states. Our guess is that this "low-
energy domain" will extend in energy to about 50
MeV.

ll. STRUCTURE OF N MATRlCES AT LOW ENERGIES

In order to extract information about the short-
range defect from three-body experimental data,
it is necessary to accurately include in the calcu-
lation what is known from two-nucleon scattering
with adequate accuracy. A procedure which does
give a good qualitative picture of p-d elastic scat-
tering and breakup in the low-energy domain is
one in which any interaction except that in relative
S states of the nucleons is ignored. If this inter-
action is rank-one separable one has the Amado
model, ' the only model which has been used to date
in breakup calculations. One promising procedure
for getting sufficiently accurate two-body input
into the three-body problem is to take a simplified
force, solve the equations of motion exactly with
this force, and then put in the more complicated
features of the two-nucleon interaction by means
of perturbation theory. '

Applied to the calculation of the two-nucleon M
matrix, 4 where the perturbation scheme is un-
necessary, one will get

M =MD+M, ,

where

Mo = A. +Bere ' o'2

and the small correction due to the perturbation
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The zero-order M matrix M, takes on the sim-
ple form it does because with just S-wave inter-
actions there is no mechanism by which angular
momentum can be exchanged from spin to orbital
motion. As a consequence of this, scattering is
independent of the orientation of the total spin
angular momentum in space and neither reorien-
tation nor polarization of this total spin angular
momentum results from a scattering. The pre-
ceding description of how the zero-order M ma-
trix is simplified for the simplified Hamiltonian
applies equally well to the case of p-d scattering
and breakup. For elastic scattering we write the
P-d M matrix as

M=MD+ Ma+Ms ~

where'

(4)

M, = A+Bcr ~ S,
K( —,

' ——', a S),
Me=a+ba„S„+co„+dS„+ea~S~+ fg~S,

+ gSw, +ho„Sp~+ zSI ~+go'„S

+ kg@„~+ 1g„S~„.

The p-d M matrix is expressed in terms of
three components: (1) the M matrix derived from
the simplified zero-order Hamiltonian Mo; (2) the
contribution of the doublet defect MD which is
still of the zero-order form; and (3) the small
but complicated corrections which arise from in-
cluding the complicated features of the two-nu-
cleon interaction M~.

This division of the M matrix suggests a corre-
sponding grouping of possible experiments. There
is a first group of experiments which is pri-
marily useful for determining the amplitudes of
the zero-order form and there is a second group
which is sensitive to the additional structure in
M~. Experiments of the first group should be of
particular value in determining the 'S-defect pa-
rameter K which is a complex number and is in-
dependent of the scattering angle in the center of
mass (though it is a function of energy). The am-
plitudes A and B are functions of angle because a
number of orbital angular momentum states will
contribute to scattering for the three-body system.

Experiments of the second group are very im-
portant. They provide a check on the methods
used to compute the two-body input and they may
show some three-body effects which are more
subtle than the 'S defect. The point of this paper
being the 'S defect, experiments which bear most

has the more complicated form

M = tx+P a 0'2p+ Pgv pv q+P„(T „0„'+p(vg„+vg„) .

III. ELASTIC SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

In writing expressions for experimental param-
eters we will consider the defect to be included
in the zero-order amplitude; that is A. +-,'K-A,
etc. Expressed in terms of the M-matrix ampli-
tudes, spy. interesting experiments from the first
group for elastic scattering are

—
=IAI '+2I Bl '++ReB*(b+e+f)+2ReA~a,

(6a)

—„„'D.= I AI '+ ~s
I
BI'+ 3ReB*b+2ReA*a, (6b)

'D&=IAI'+&IBI'+-', ReB~e+2ReA*a, (6c)

q„Ds = IAI'+4l Bl'+-', ReB*f +2ReA*a, (6d)

cia dg
dQ "" dQ

(6e}

=+I BI'++ ReA*B+—', ReB*(e+f +a) ++ReA*b

(6f)

D„ is just the usual triple-scattering parameter D;
D~ and D~ are similar measurements where the
axis along which polarizations are defined are the
usual p and k directions. ' From the point of view

directly on it are of primary interest to us. The
first group of experiments is defined by the re-
quirement that the predicted value of the measured
quantity does not take on a trivial value (zero for
example) if the M matrix has the zero-order form.
The simplest experiments to perform are un-
polarized differential cross-section measurements
and they belong to the first group. At the next
level of experimental difficulty are experiments
in which one of the ingoing particles is polarized
and an asymmetry is measured, or where the
polarization of outgoing particles is measured with
ingoing particles unpolarized These experiments
belong to the second group. This is so because
all such asymmetries and polarizations vanish if
the M matrix has the zero-order form Mo. At the
third level of experimental difficulty are experi-
ments which involve the spins of two particles,
that is polarized-beam-plus-polarized-target ex-
periments, ' spin-correlation experiments, ' ' and
triple-scattering experiments. 4' lf the axis along
which the spin component is determined is the
same for the two particles, the experiment lies
in the first group; if on the other hand the axes
are at 90'from one another, it is in the second
group because the zero-order M matrix produces
no spin rotations.
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of the dominant M, amplitude, the three D mea-
surements are equivalent when viewed as experi-
ments in the first group. A measurement of the
difference between D~ and D, is an experiment
from the second group. The expressions in Eqs.
(6a)-(Sf) neglect the products of small terms which
would be in a complete expression for the experi-
mental parameters. A measurement of der/dQ, a
D-type measurement, and A», a polarized-beam-
polarized-target measurement, would determine
the magnitudes of A and 8 and the phase between
them. It would also determine K the 2S-defect
parameter. It is also possible that K can be deter-
mined from the angular dependence of experiments
of a single type if there is sufficient variation of
the amplitudes A and B as a function of angle.

IV. .BREAKUP REACTIONS
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Q 0 0 0 0 0
0 6 J 0 0 0
0 H K 0 0 0
o 11 0 o o
0 0 0 I I 0
0 0 0 K H 0
0 0 0 J 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 Q

(Va)

where m is the deuteron magnetic quantum num-
ber, and p. is the incident-nucleon quantum num-
ber. p. , and p, 2 are the magnetic quantum numbers

The M matrix which describes breakup is a
6x8 matrix. It can also be divided into three
parts as in Eq. (4). The zero-order M matrix de-
pends on three independent amplitudes, ' one am-
plitude q for the quartet state, an amplitude d,
for transitions to a doublet state in which the two
like particles are in a triplet state, and a second
doublet amplitude d for transitions to a doublet
state in which the two like particles are in a sin-
glet state. The zero-order M matrix can be
written with the spin-quantization axis chosen in
an arbitrary direction; M, has the same form in-
dependent of this choice of quantization axis.

1 1 0 0 -1 -1

for the two identical nucleons, and p, , is the mag-
netic quantum number for the unlike nucleon in the
final state.

The elements of the M matrix can be expressed
in terms of the three independent amplitudes as
follows:

Q=e,
G= s(q-2d, ),
H = —,'(q+d, )+ P, d„—
f =s(q+d, ) —~s d„ (7b)

J'= v& (q+d, ),
IC=(&sq-v,~ d„)- M~d„

L, =(&q-M d,).6-, d, .

The 'S defects K, and K, must be added to the two
doublet amplitudes d, and d, to account for the
variation of M from its zero-order form. Ky and

K, are functions of the center-of-mass energy
partition between the three particles, but are not
functions of the additional three Euler angle vari-
ables necessary to completely define the direc-
tions of the outgoing particles. This opens up the
possibility of determining the two defect functions
Kg and K, from a single type of experiment where
the same partition of energy is observed for dif-
ferent directions of the outgoing particles. To M,
a small correction (M,) should also be added to
permit transitions between states which are not
permitted by M,. The form of M, will depend onthe
direction which is chosen as the quantization axis.
Since the breakup case has not been the subject of
a general analysis such as that made by Seyler'
for the case of elastic scattering, we cannot write
the general form of M, in terms of the minimum
number of independent amplitudes at this time.

It is expected that the d, amplitude will be large
at low energies and that K, will be the large dou-
blet defect. However, the two 'S states are cou-
pled and a significant K, may be required, par-
ticularly for energy partitions in which the neu-
tron-proton relative energy is low.

Experiments belonging to the first group can be
identified using the same rule as for elastic scat-
tering. There are six experiments which are

practical experimentally. They are

= ( s I ql'+ s I
d&I'+ s I dsl')x phase-space factor,

d A, d Q,dE

D(- -„) V I
ql'+~el d, I'-

sidsI�'-~s
Req'd,

2 I ql' + I d, l' + I d. I'

~sl ql' —~sl d, I'+ —' Req*d, + (~)"'Req*d, + (~sv)'" Red,*d,
2I ql'+

I d, I'+
I d, l'

(Sa)

(Sb)

(Sc)
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lol ql'-2
I d, I

'+ 6 d. l
'+ 8Req*d.

»I ql'+6I d, '+6I d. l'

10
I q I'+ 4

I d, I' —4 Req*d, —4&3 Req*d, —4v 3 Red,*d,
12 fql'+6fd, l'+6f d, l'

(8d)

(8e)

2lql'+Id, f'+Id. l' ' (8f)

The D(a, b) Parameters are triPle-scattering-tyPe
parameters like the D measurements for elastic
scattering. The incident particle is polarized and
the specified outgoing particle is analyzed along a
common Z axis. Each observable in Eqs. 8 rep-
resents a number of possible "equivalent" experi-
ments in the sense that D~, D„, and D» are equiv-
alent when M, is ignored. A„„ is again the polar-
ized-beam-polarized-target experiment. Among
the variety of possibilities the cases where this
Z axis is chosen to be the normal to the plane de-
fined by the incident momentum and the momen-
tum of the particle which is spin analyzed has the
experimental advantage of not requiring magnets
to reorient the nuclear spins.

If the M matrix had the zero-order form, the D
parameters would be simply the ratio of the polar-
ization of the outgoing particles to that of the in-
cident particles. When polarization and analyzing
power effects are present in the breakup reactions
this ratio would still be interesting. It would seem
preferable however to define the procedure for
measuring the spin-transfer parameters in such
a way that those polarization and analyzing power
effects cancel in a manner analogous to the two-
body D measurement.

In addition to the kinematically complete form
the six experiments have versions in which the
momenta of two of the three outgoing particles are
left undetermined. The theoretical expressions
for these are easily obtained by integration. For
example, the inclusive version of D(p, p), in which

I

the momentum of only one of the outgoing particles
is determined, we call D'(p, p):

do' ~ ~ dg'

dQ dE ' dOdA dE1 1 1 2 1

The expression for D'(p, n) is similar except for
an extra factor of ~ required to take account of the
identity of the two protons.

V. CONCLUS1ON

There are a number of quite practical experi-
ments (including the measurement of differential
cross sections) which one can expect to be sensi-
tive to the 'S defects. Based on the general suc-
cess of the Amado model it would seem reasonable
to use this model as a basis for estimating the
sensitivity of various possible measurements to
the '8 defects. Such estimates would be valuable
and guides in planning experiments.

Finally, the '8 defects themselves depend on the
model used in the process of extracting them, but
we expect the theoretical 'S amplitude plus the de-
fect to prove to be an experimental 'S amplitude
which is not particularly model-dependent. These
experimental amplitudes couM be used for com-
parison with predictions of models other than the
one used to extract the defects.
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